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Last ten (or so) entries...

Entry 123 Homeless books. Entry 121  Who's George? Entry 120 Terrorists in Surry  Hills.

Entry 119 Reduxified. Entry 118 "He plunged his proud manhood into her rich generosity ."

Entry 117  Not Tamil Sex Stories. Entry 116 Saturday  news rant. Entry 115 Welcome Call :-)

Entry 114 Surry  Hills story. Entry 113 Fools and sages. Entry 112 Quieter reflections. 

Basics:

Entry 8 On compassion. Entry 6: About journals. Entry 1  Where "Floating Life" (name and person)

comes from, and who is who. (This entry revised 6 May 2004.)

Why have a journal? This is really good :-)

Entry 123: Saturday's big ticks.

Let me award a few big ticks.

First, to the Sydney Peace Foundation for choosing Arundhati Roy, the Indian novelist, political activist and
human rights campaigner, as the winner of the 2004 Sydney Peace Prize.

The director of the Sydney  Peace Foundation, Professor Stuart Rees, said: "Arundhati Roy  is a distinguished world

citizen. She is an outstanding communicator who writes with great clarity  and grace.

"At a time of terrible disregard for human life, we need to hear from citizens like Arundhati Roy ."

Roy  is often accused of anti-Americanism, but replies: "My  writing is not really  about nations and histories, it's

about power. About the paranoia and ruthlessness of power."

She predicts: "Soviet-sty le communism failed, not because it was intrinsically  ev il, but because it was flawed. It

allowed too few people to usurp too much power. Twenty-first century  market capitalism, American-sty le, will

fail for the same reasons. Both are edifices constructed by  human intelligence, undone by  human nature."

She has argued that Osama bin Laden is "America's family  secret", the monstrous offspring of its support for the

mujahideen after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. "He has been sculpted from the spare rib of a world laid

waste by  America's foreign policy ." 

The bombs raining down, she says, are "blowing up whole warehouses of suppressed fury" and will inev itably

spawn more terrorism.

Second, to David Jonas of Potts Point for this letter in the Sydney Morning Herald:

Alas, poor John. In outlawing the possibility  of gay  marriage, you have effectively  criminalised the most precious

demonstration of love and commitment that two humans can make to one another. This act stands shoulder to

shoulder with your other triumphs in the areas of Aboriginal reconciliation, treatment of refugees, care for the

environment and promotion of world peace. Labor's spineless acquiescence to this is a supreme act of bigotry

that should relegate this sad party  to the Opposition benches indefinitely .

Though I also sincerely hope the last part is somewhat overdrawn, I really do go along with the passion with
which the letter begins, even if I am not a great advocate of "gay marriage" per se: I am happy enough with
"interdependence" being given real equal status before the law alongside other serious loving arrangements,
including "marriage"; "marriage" and its definition is not really the business of the state though -- well, not to
define it in a way that reflects one religious tradition only.

lines from a floating lifelines from a floating life
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Oddly, that makes me agree pretty much with Liberal MP Trish Worth to whom I award my next big tick:

Ms Worth said yesterday  she was horrified by  the Government's timing in foreshadowing the ban at the same time

as liberalising superannuation access to gay  partners. 

While she believed gay  marriage was "pretty  unnecessary", the Government's timing in announcing it would

amend the Marriage Act to define marriage as an exclusively  heterosexual union made it look "anti-gay". 

"I thought it was so good that we were finally  taking action on (gay ) superannuation that it was a pity , that at the

same time, we had legislation in relation to marriage," she said. "I don't know if (the timing) was accidental or

intentional, but I was horrified." Ms Worth made her opposition known at a specially  convened partyroom

meeting on Thursday  and was supported by  colleagues Peter King, Warren Entsch, Judi Moy lan, Mal Washer,

Christopher Pyne and Petro Georgiou...

With gay  marriage emerging as a controversial rights-based issue in the US, the Howard Government rushed

changes to the Marriage Act into parliament on Wednesday . 

Mr Howard has dismissed claims that he was play ing politics with the issue as "cynical", but Ms Worth said her

stand was in line with her conservative upbringing which taught her "that everyone leads their own liv es, it's not

for one to be making moral judgments about another".

My next big tick is to the committee who awarded this year's NSW Premier's Literary Award to Brian

Castro's Shanghai Dancing, which you may recall me praising highly in April as "a most remarkable novel, an
amazing labyrinth of a novel. Possibly the best Australian novel I have read in years." Just shows what good taste
I have ;-)

Finally, for now, a big tick to Supreme Court Justice Peter Hidden for showing common sense and

compassion in the case of Izhar ul-Haque, despite the temptations that our paranoid age must have
presented. 

My Gallery has been renovated yet again. It was a most pleasing renovation this time :-) 

* * *

Cl ick th e pictu re for  today 's Mark Latham  story :-) 

Mister  Howard looks l ike a loser!

Introduction and who's who. | My Entry Page -- it looks prettier now | Old Journal | Old
Diary Key -- archives (being updated) back to 2000. | Take my diary poll :-) | Three to five

entries on one page at Geocities. Sirdan prefers it. | My school Communities and ESL Pages |
Father Ken Sinclair, Melbourne. He's back, I am pleased to say :-) | The Poet's Blog | Antony's

site | AntBlog701

Read my Dreambook!
Sign my Dreambook!

Let no one deceive another, Let no one anywhere despise another, Let no one out of anger or resentment Wish suffering on anyone at 

previous entry | current entry | next entry | old entries 

| email | 
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| End Australia's current coma! |

(c) N Whitfield 2004
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